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THE FAST  CUBIC  ALGORITHM 
E. A. GALPEItlN 
D~partement de mathbnatiques t d'infornmtique, Universit~ du Qu6bec bMon~ 
C.P. 8888, Succ. A, Montreal, Quebec, H3C 3P8 Canada 
Atmtract--A new method of full global optimization is developed which eliminates massive function 
evaluations required by the cubic algoritlma. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given ~/_> 0,k > 1, a closed cube C C ]~,, and a function f(z) defined and Lipschitzian over C, 
consider the problem of finding a value f ,  such that 
p0 + ~ > p. > p0 = min f(z), (1.1) 
-- -- zE~ 
and a set of krt-precise global minimizers 
Xk~ -- {z  E (~ I f ( z )  - p0 _< kr/). (1.2) 
A function f : C --* R satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
I f ( z )  - f(z')l < L I lz - z ' l l ,  L > 0; z, z' E ¢~. (1.3) 
If I1 - 0, then (1.1)-(1.2) becomes the full global optimization problem [1] of finding the global 
minimum value 
and the set of all global minimizers 
pO = v~i~ f(z), (1.4) 
(1.5) 
If ~ > 0, then for p* we accept any number in the segment [p0, p0 + r/]. The value ofp  ° may be 
not known and not required to determine. However, the inclusion p" E [p0, p0 + 7], as in (1.1), 
should be guaranteed. The set Xk~ is not related to the value p* obtained by the algorithm, but 
rather to the (unknown) greatest lower bound p0 with a guaranteed precision k~ as per (1.2) for 
an appropriate value of the parameter k > 1, see below. 
The problems (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4), (1.5) can be solved by the cubic algorithm which re- 
quires multiple partitions and massive function evaluations. Here, we present a new approach 
eliminating massive function evaluations. For comparisons, we refer the reader to [2, pp. 7-60]. 
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X 0 - {z E C I f(z) = p0}. 
1~ E.A. GA~SmN 
2. FAST CUBIC ALGORITHM FOR q-OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS 
r /> 0 and consider N points zi E C, i = I , . . . ,  N. Denote by B~ open halls centered 
at z, with radii ~,: B" = B'(~,, z,), and let & = B" nC (closed ~ ' ,  if ~" ¢ #; or truncated ~,  
if B~ - C' ~ 0, bar denoting the closure of a set). Since zi ~ (~, a closed set Bi (a ball, maybe, 
truncated by (~) always contains zi which we earl its center; the set B~ is called simply a ball. To 
indicate the radius ri, or the center zi, or both, we shall use the notations/~(ri), B(zi),B(ri,zi), 
or/~i(r) for different/~i with common radius r = const. 
The variation of f (z)  over/~i s bounded: 
V~/(z )= max I f ( z ) - f ( z ' ) l<L  max II=-z'll=2Lr,, 
zEB I  :~,zlE.Qi , - -  z,zlEJDi 
(2.1) 
and, with respect o the value f(zi), we have 
m~ If(z) - f ( z , ) l  _< L ri, i = 1 , . . . ,  N. 
zEB~ 
(2.2) 
Given the values/(zi), let 
p~ = n~x f(z,), I = {1,2, . . . ,~).  (2.3) 
The index set I = {1,2,..., N} can be split into three index sets: 
/2 = {i E I I PI < f(z,) <_ Px + ~}, 
I3 = {i ~ I I f ( zd  > Pl + 7}. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Always/i  + I2 + Is = I; however, 12 and/or Is may be empty. If Pt happens to be the global 
minimum value, Pl -- p0, then taking 
rl (2.7) 
we obtain a set 
i E l z  
consisting of r?-precise global minimizers. In this case, the set 
(2.8) 
Y1 = U ~,(r), (2.9) 
i61z 
consists of 2r/-precise global minimizers. 
global minimizers and no q-minimizers. 
In contrsst, if for i E Is we take 
If pO < Pl ~_ pO + r/, this set may contain 3q-precise 
r, = l [ / ( z , )  - w - '~.] > o, i6Is, 0<( ,< 1, (2.10) 
then the set 
z~ = U B(~',"), (2.11) 
iEl,, 
does not contain global minimizers. Indeed, for points f(z)  >_ f(z~),i E Is, it is obvious due 
to (2,62, and ifwtthin Zl there are points for which f(z) < f(z~), i E Is, then we have within 
every Bi = B(ri,z~) of (2.11): 
f(~,) - f (z)  < r. r, = f(~,) - p~ - ~,  (2.12) 
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yielding 
+ > po + > po. 
f (x)  J:EB, ~_ Pl ~ (2.13) or~ 
These observations explain the ides of the method. Instead of balls /~i(r),/~(ri,zi), one can 
use the axes oriented inscribed subcubes Ci C /~i (maybe, truncated by (~) with edges ei - 
r i /v fn.  Then finding unions, taking new basic points zi, and determining nonempty subsets 
below becomes much easier computationally. 
THE ALGORITHM. 
ITERATION 1. 
Take a point Zl E C, compute f (z l ) ,  and denote 
p l=q l  =f (z l ) ,  (2.14) 
(2.15) X 1 = a(r ,  z1) ~ ~, r ' -  ~ ,  
W1. -~C-X I  . (2.16) 
The value of p0 is not known. However, if W1 = 0, then necessarily 
Pl _p0 ~ 7, (2.17) 
and the problem is solved: p* = Pl, X2~ --- X1 --- C. 
ITERATION 2. 
If W1 is nonempty, take a point z2 E W1, compute q2 = f(z2) and denote 
P2 = min(pl, q2)- (2.18) 
Locate indices i = 1, i = 2 with respect to the sets 11, 12, Is of (2.4)-(2.6) according to the 
location of ql,q~ vis-a-vis the sets {P2}, (P2,P2 Jr 7], (P2 Jr r/,oo). Define the sets X2, ]"2, Z2 as 
indicated in (2.7)-(2.11). For example, if q2 = P2, ql > P2 Jr 17, then X2 =/~(r ,  z2) ~ 0, Y2 = 0, 
Z2 = [~(r2, zl)  with r2 = (ql - P2 - ar l) /L,  0 < a < 1. Denote 
w2 = - (x2 + Y2 + z2). (2.19) 
If W2 ---- 0, then the problem is solved: p* - p2, X2 C X°~, where X°~ is the exact (unknown) 
set of all 2rpprecise global minimizers. Otherwise, continue with further iterations. 
ITERATION N. 
(N - 3 ,4 , . . . ) .  If WN-1 ~ 0, take a point ZN E WN-1, compute qN -- f (ZN) ,  and let 
PN -- min(pN-  l , qN ). (2.20) 
Relocate the values qi (i - I , . . . ,  N)  vis-a-vis the sets {PN}, (PN,PN + r]], (PN Jr r},OO), and the 
indices i E {1,2, . . .  ,N} accordingly with respect o the sets 11, 12, ls. Recalculate ri for i E Is 
by the formula 
I 
ri = -~ (qi -- PN -- otr}), i E 13, 0 < a < 1, (2.21) 
and redefine the sets XN,  YN, ZN as new unions (2.8), (2.9), (2.11). Denote 
WN = -- (XN + YN + ZN). (2.22) 
If WN = 0, then we have PN -- p0 < rl and the problem is solved: 
P* -~ PN, X 0 C XN Jr YN C N~.  (2.23) 
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Here X ° and X°~ are the exact (unknown) sets of all exact and 3~-precise global minimisers; 
XN, YN are sets delivered by the algorithm. Inclusion (2.23) means that all exact global mini- 
mizers are contained in XN + YN which set does not contain points for which f (z)  > p0 + 37. In 
contrast, due to (2.13), some fLminimizers (0 < ~7 _< fi_< 37) may be in ZN and not in XN-t-YN. 
The solution set can be represented in another way which is more precise (see Example 7.1 
below): 
X ° C C - ZN C_ X~,  (2.24) 
where (~ is the original cube and ZN is the set delivered by the algorithm. 
In this process one comes to a monotonic sequence of numbers 
P l  ~>P2 >_ "'" >_Pro >_Pm+l  >_ " ' '  >_PO (2.25) 
and to a sequence of sets: 
W1,  W2 , . . . , Win ,  Win - l - I , . . . .  (2.26) 
FINITENESS THEOREM. For any 7 > 0 there is a finite N = N(7 ) such that WN - -  ~. 
PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that Wm ~ 0 for all ra = 1, 2, . . . .  Then the sequence 
Zm+l E Wra is infinite. Since G' is compact and zm E C, Vm, so there is a convergent subsequence 
zmk such that limk--.co zmh = z0 E C. 
For 7 > 0 fixed, 1 > (~ > 0 fixed, let e = (1 -~)7 /L  > 0. Then r = 7/L > ¢ > 0 and 
ri = (qi -Pro - o7) /L  > e > 0 since for i E Ia we have qi >Pm + 7, for all ra = 1,2, . . . .  It 
follows that for all m = 1,2, . . .  the points zra are uniformly c-disjoint. 
Let 0 < 27 < ¢ and consider the ball 
B.~ = B(7, Zo) = (:e E 2~ : - =oll < ":}. (2.27) 
The ball B. r contains infinitely many points zmk E C, k = k*, k* + 1, . . . ,  beginning from 
certain k*. Since all zm, thus, all zmk are e-disjoint: [[zm - zn[[ > e, so Zm ~ /~(e, Zn) for m ~ n. 
Since e > 27, the ball/~(e, zmk ) contains the entire ball B(7, z0), so that B(7 , z0) cannot contain 
other points zmk, k > k*, in contradiction with the choice of B(7, z0). | 
REMARK 2.1. If instead of balls/~i n (2.8), (2.9), (2.11), (2.15), etc., we use subcubes Ci C /~ 
with edges ci = rdv/'~, then e in the proof is replaced by el = ¢/V:~. This is equivalent 
to consideration of inscribed balls /~  C (~i C /)i with radii ci = rdv: J ,  so that zm become 
uniformly el-disjoint, Vm, and the theorem remains valid. | 
The theorem asserts that for 7 > 0 the process is finite, WN = 0 for certain N, so that 
PN --pO ~ 7, (2.28) 
and the problem is solved with a solution given in (2.23) or in (2.24). 
3. CONVERGENCE TO THE EXACT FULL GLOBAL OPT IMAL  SOLUTION 
As noted in Section 1, such solution (1.4)-(1.5) corresponds to I'/= 0 in (1.1)-(1.2). However, 
with 7 = 0 the algorithm does not work since r = 0 and the balls /~(r, zl) degenerate into 
points zi. To solve the problem, we have to introduce a proper limiting process. 
Take a strictly monotonic vanishing sequence {Tn}, 7n > 0, 7,~ > 7n+1, limn--.oo 7n = 0. For 
each 7n > 0 there is m = re(n) such that W,, = ~, and we obtain a solution of (2.23): 
p~, = p,,(,,), Xn = Xm(,,) + Y,n(,,). (3.1) 
As n --* oo, we get  two sequences :  
p, > pO, Vn, 
, X1 ,X2 , . . . ,X , ,  . . . .  
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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CONVERGENCE THEOREM. We have 
lim p* = po; (3.4) 
n- - *o~ 
OO 
N X.  = X ° = {z • (~ I f (z )  = pO}. (3.5) 
nml  
PROOF. (a) For any r/n > 0, we have from (3.1), (2.28): p~ _p0 <_ r/~. Since rh --+ 0, so for any 
> 0 there is N = N (e/2) such that ~ < e/2 for all n > N. Take nl > N and n2 > N, then 
lP~, - P~21 = lP~, - pO + pO _ P~21 -< lP~, - P°l + [P*2 - P°i ~ ~n, + ~/n~ < e. (3.6) 
Hence, p~ is a Cauchy sequence and tends to a limit: lim~--,oop* = 15 >_ p0. If/3 > p0, let 
37 =/3 -  p0 > 0. There is N1 = N~(7), such that [p~ -15[ < 7 for all n > N1, meaning that p* 
belong to the 7-neighborhood A/'.~(15) for all n > N1. Now, take n3 • N1 and such that ~,~3 < 7. 
For this n3 we would have P*s _p0 _~ r/ha < 7, meaning that P*a • AfT(P°) • This is a contradiction 
because the neighborhoods Aft(15) and Af~(p °) are disjoint since 15 - p0 = 37. This proves (3.4): 
15 = l im._~ p* = p0. 
(b) Since X ° ~ 0 and X ° C X ,  for all n = 1,2, . . . ,  so X ° C_ Nn°°__IX, = X* ~ ~, where 
X* is a brief notation for a nonempty intersection in (3.5). Suppose, on the contrary, that 
X ° ~ X*, that is, X* - X ° ~ 0, meaning that there exists a point z* • X*, z* ~ X °. For such 
apo int  f(z*) > pO. Let f (x* ) -p°  = 56 > 0. There is n* such that ~,. < 6. For this ~,. ,  
by the algorithm, the set X~.. (cf. (3.1), (2.28), (2.23), (2.4) to (2.9)) may contain 3~,.-precise 
minimizers, but it contains no points ~ such that f(~) - p0 >_ 4~. .  This means that x* ~ X~.. 
since, otherwise, we would have 46 > 4~,. > . f(z*)-p ° = 55 > 0. It follows that x* ~ X* C X~.. 
contradicting the choice of:c*. This contradiction means that X* -X  ° = 0 and, due to X ° C_ X*, 
we obtain X* = X °, which completes the proof. | 
4. GENERATION OF SUCCESSIVE BASIC POINTS 
Using balls /~i in the algorithm adds theoretical elegance but it is difficult in computations. 
This is due to difficulties in determining differences Wi = C-U~= 1/~k, i = 1, . . . ,  N, from which 
to take basic points zi+l • Hi. One may argue that it is very easy to check whether or not 
zj • WI; indeed, take zj • C and check the inequalities 
-  kll > ,'k, k = I,... ,i, (4.1) 
where zk, rk are the center and the radius of/~k. If (4.1) is satisfied for all k = 1,. . .  ,i, then 
zj E Hi, otherwise, zj ~ Wi. However, taking simply zj E C and checking (4.1) may always 
yield zj ~ Wi, and the algorithm would stall. Taking xj E C at random does not help since with 
the volume p Wi -+ 0, as it may be the case when i increases, the probability of hitting xj E Wi 
also tends to zero. Of course, one may stop at some small volume p WN _< p but this yields a 
solution "in probability." Leaving this approach for further research, we shall describe how to 
pick successive basic points zi, i = 1, . . . ,  N, in a deterministically assured and computationally 
efficient way. 
First, we replace all balls/~i with inscribed axes oriented subcubes C~ C/~i of edges ci = ri/v/'n. 
This does not alter the Finiteness Theorem (see Remark 2.1) nor the Convergence Theorem. 
Second, we can always make a linear transformation, see [2, pp. 22-23], to move the cube 
C ]~n and to make it the positive axes oriented cube Co C R" with a peak at the origin. + 
Having done this, we see that computing differences Wi = C'0 - i ~Jk=l Ck becomes much simpler 
and opens ways to directly calculate Wi and pick a point z~+l • Wi. This, however, may still 
be costly. There is another way that avoids direct computation of Wi, can be standardized, and 
allows us to control the iteration process and to develop adaptive algorithms. 
The idea is simple: since partitions and the translated grid generation for a cube C0 C R~. are 
very efficient computationally and standard for all problems, see [2, pp. 18-21], we can use them 
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for the selection of basic points without function evaluations at grid points (m required by the 
ordinary cubic algorithm [2]). 
Operating with centers zi E Ci C/~i of successive cubes (~i, we use the translated central grid 
generator as follows (cf. [2, pp. 55-56]). 
Take an odd partition integer NI >_ 3 and the first grid point z0 E (~0 at the center of 
Co : z0 = (c/2, . . . ,  c/2) where c > 0 is the edge of C0. It is convenient to normalize the cube (~ 
in (1.1); then c - 1, a standard cube (~0 becomes the unit cube, grid generation does not depend 
on the problem at all and can be done once for all problems (see [2, pp. 18-21]). Partition (~0 
into N~ subcubes Cj : ~Jj (~j - C0, Cjz N C~ - ~ for j~ ~ j2. With an odd N~ and z0 at the 
center of C0, the translated grid generator will automatically deliver all grid points z~ K (~ at 
the center of each C$. 
Suppose that we are at the iteration i, 1 _< i < N (N corresponds to the final iteration with 
WN ---- g and the solution (2.23)), so that we know each Ck C Xi + Y~ + Zi, but we do not want 
to explicitly compute 
i 
W/-- (~0 - (Xi + Y/+ Zi) -- (~0 - U Ck ~ 0. (4.2) 
k--1 
How to pick a point zi+l E Wi? 
Consider a cube Ck with its center z~ E C~ from the iteration process and a subcube Cj of the 
edge c 1 - c/N1 common for all j, with its center zj E (~j from the partition (they are unrelated), 
and let zka, zjs, s - 1, . . . ,  n, denote respective coordinates of the points zk, zj. There may be 
three situations. 
(1) Cj - Ck -- 0, i.e., (~j C_ Ck, if and only if (if[) 
1 
[Zj, -- Zkt  ] ~ ~ (eL -- C 1) for all s = 1,. . . ,  n. (4.3) 
(2) Cj - Ck = Cj, i.e., Cj N Ck - ~, iff there is at least one s such that 
1 
[zj0 - zk,[ > ~ (ck - ci), 1 < s < n. (4.4) 
(3) Otherwise, Cj - Ck ~ ~ (also ~ Cj) and the volume (measure) p(Cj - Ck) <_ pCj. 
Relations (4.3), (4.4) are very easy to check on a computer. So let us take all grid points zj, 
j - 1 , . . . ,N~,  one by one, and check them against all basic points zk, k - 1,... ,i, already in 
the process. 
If for certain j and certain k we have situation (1), then (~j is completely imbedded into Ck 
and has to be deleted from the memory and further considerations. In rare cases, it may happen 
for all j - 1, . . . ,  N~ which would mean that Wi - 0, so that i - N and the problem is solved 
by (2.23) or (2.24). 
If for certain j and all k - 1, . . . ,  i we have situation (2), then (~j is completely imbedded into 
Wi, (~j C W/, and its center zj presents a perfect choice for the next basic point zi+l = zj E W/. 
Certain subcubes Cj will be further partitioned into N~ smaller subcubes ~ (here different 
index j)  of the edge c 2 - c/N~, etc. With m denoting the number of partition, we use the 
notations: (~ ,  its center z~ n, common edge c m -- c/N~ n, rn - 1,2,...  (index rn - 1 omitted in 
the notation of (~ -- (~j, z~ =_ zj). Further partitions and grid generations present no difficulty, 
since for any cube C C R n they are obtained automatically by scaling, translation, and rotation 
of the first partition of the unit cube C0 C ]g~. 
Prom the rectangular structure of the set W/, it follows that, if Wi ~ 0, there always exist small 
subcubes ~ C W/so that basic points can always he generated according to (4,4). Though, 
this way may be inefficient. 
In the regular situation (3), when neither (~j C_ Ck nor C'j C Wi, the choice of a basic point 
z~+l E W~ is not apparent. Apart from computing the configuration of W~ or straightforward 
partition and grid refining to pick Zi+l, there are different and more efficient options. 
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PROCEDURE 1. Take one of Cj. If there is only one subcube Ck for which C~ n (~'k :/: ¢, then 
find the index s* that maximizes the difference 
Izj," - zk , ' l  = max I=+, -=k , l .  l_<°_<n (4.5) 
The point i~ on the boundary, i~ E 0(~, with coordinates z~= (s # s*) and 
f ,'r,+s- "1" C 1 , i f  ~'js* > =ks", 
(4.6) 
zj , .  - c x, if z j , .  < zk,-, 
belongs to Wi, so that z~+l = i j .  If there are several maximizing s °, one can take any or some 
or all of them into (4.6) to obtain i j  E Wi. 
If there are several subcubes Ck for which C'j G Ck ~ 0, then this rule may not work. Check 
other Cj one by one; if a basic point zi+l E Wi is found, this may decrease Pi, then recalculated 
Xi+l, ~+h Zi+l may render the procedure applicable again for one of remaining Cj. 
If all (~j fail to deliver zi+l E Wi, consult the stopping rule below. If it does not apply, 
partition one of (~j and repeat, beginning from (4.3), (4.4) where c I should be replaced by 
c 2 = e l / Iv1 = ~/~v~. 
PROCEDURE 2. Take one of the Cj and compute the configuration of the nonempty set 
i 
wi = ci - U (e~ nsk)  c w,. (4.7) 
k=t 
This may be easier than computing the configuration of Wi: 
i 
w, = eo- Uek. (4.8) 
k=l  
Note that (4.8) cannot be computed recursively as Wi = Wi_l - Ci, i = 1,2, . . .  ,N,  I410 = C0, 
due to recalculation of all (~i with decreasing pi --* p0. 
In (4.7), there are usually not many/c for which Cj n Ck ~ 0. In any case, one can subtract 
in (4.7) one by one, for k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  i, picking and checking candidates for a basic point. 
PItOC~.DUIt~. 3. For each center zj E Cj check (4.1). If (4.1) is not satisfied for any j ,  consult the 
stopping rule below. If it does not apply, take Cj for which (4.1) holds for more indices k, partition 
this Cj, and repeat, beginning from (4.3), (4.4) where c I should be replaced by c 2 -- cl/N1. 
It is clear that either the stopping rule applies or a basic point zi+l E W/is found. It is worth 
noting that in the above search of basic points, no function evaluations are involved and even 
partitions are performed with discretion. 
5. STOPP ING RULE 
The algorithm as described in Sections 2 and 4 does not need a stopping rule since it will be 
naturally terminated when WN = 0. This, however, may involve many unnecessary iterations 
due to the fact that improving the precision from, say, ~7 = 0.05 to r /= 0.01 may require more 
iterations than improving the precision from ~ = 0.5 to r/ = 0.05. We, therefore, propose a 
stopping rule based on relaxation with augmented parameter 17. 
Recall that, due to (2.4)-(2.13), the range of f (z)  within sets Xi, Yi, Zi for any 1 < i < N is 
given by the following relations: 
I (=) ~ Iv, - ,1, p, + ,1] n [po, p, + ,~], 
f ( z )  E Iv, - rl, p, + 2r/] n [p0, p, _{. 2r/], 
"f(z) E [Pi "l" arl' 2m~. f(zk ) -- Pi -- arl] 
for z E Xi ;  (5.1) 
for ;c E Y+; (5.2) 
for = ~ 2i. (5.3) 
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We see that all three sets are overlapping. If W~ - 0, empty, that is, i = N, then the global 
minimum value p0 E [PN -- ;7, PN -{- ,/], or equivalently, 
(5.4) 
yielding 
p0 ~ PN -- ~* _< ~0 .{_ ,/, (5.5) 
with the following distribution of function values implied by (5.1) to (5.5) for i = N, when the 
iteration process is naturally terminated: 
f (z )~ [p0, pN-[-,/] C [pO, pO+2,/], 
[p0 PN "}" 2,/] C [pO, pO "l" 3,/), 
f(x) E (pO, PN + 2,/] C_ (po, p0 -I- 3,/], 
f (z)  E[P°q 'cr , / ,2~a~f(z , ) -P° -C~, / ] ,  
for z XN, (5.0) 
for z E Ylv, i fpN < p° +,/ ,  
(5.7) 
for z E YN, ifpN = p° +,/ ,  
for z E ZN, (5.8) 
which is consistent with the solution given in (2.23), (2.24). 
Now, for fixed n, N1, c, , /denote 
t = t(L, m) - L r___m_ m  L c____.__.~ (5.9) 
,/ N~n,/ 
Consider a partition m, m > 1, and start checking the condition (4.4) or (4.1). If for certain j and 
all k = 1, . . . ,  i one of those conditions is satisfied, then we get a new basic point Zi+l = z~ E Wi 
and make another iteration. 
Otherwise, every ~ has a nonempty intersection with Xi, or Y~, or Z~. At this stage, if we 
want to know whether or not Wi = ¢, then we may check (4.3) or the condition 
r rn= cx/~ (5.10) 
N~'" 
If (4.3) or (5.10) is satisfied for all j and for all k = 1,... ,i, then Wi = 0, so that i = N and 
the problem is solved. This verification, however, may be costly, and it is not necessary and not 
required. 
Returning to our case with 
 Tn(x,+ +zd vj, (5.11) 
(situation (1) or (3) for every j), we have the following estimates: 
(a) If ~ G Xi # 0, then taking ~ E C~ O Xi we get, due to (2.2) applied to C'~"j, (5.1), (5.9): 
I f(=) - pi[ = I f(x) - f (~)  + f (~)  - Pl[ -- If(z) - f (~)[  + [f(~) - P~[ 
Lcvrfi (t + 1),/, 
_<-TF+,/= xe C- j, 
(5.12) 
for all such j that (~nO Xi ~ 0. 
(b) i f  ~n  n Xi -- 0 but C~ n A Y/ ~ 0, then taking ~ E C~ n n Y~ we get in the same manner 
from (5.2): 
[f(z) - pi[ < L c - N--'-~ + 2 , /=  (t + 2),/, z E ~nj, (5.13) 
for all such j that C~ n Xi = 0 hut ~n A Y /# 0. 
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(c) If ~ N Z~ # $, that is, for certain k, C~ C Z~, which is given by the algorithm, we have 
C~ NCt ~ $, then taking ~ ~ (~ N(~k, we get for points f ( z )  < f(zk),  z ~ ~,  similarly 
to (2.10)-(2.13): 
0 < f ( zk )  -- f ( z )  =f(zk)  -- f (~) -I- f (~) -- f (z )  < [f(=~) - / (~) [  + If(~) - f(~)[ 
< f(zk) -P, - a~I+ Lcv~ = f(zt) -p, + (t - a)~h 
- Nf" (5.14) 
yielding 
f (z )  _> Pi -- (t -- a)y, 1 > a > 0. 
As for points f (z )  >_ f(z~), z ~ C~, we have directly from (2.6): 
(5.15) 
f(x)>_f(zk)>pi+rl>pi--(t--a)~7, Vt>0,  l>a>0,  (5.16) 
so that (5.15) holds for all z K ~ and all such j that ~ N Z~ ~ $. 
Now, suppose that for all j we have case (c), that is, C~NZ~ ~ ~, Vj. Then a global minimizer z ° 
may happen among those points z ~ C~ that figure in (5.15). This means that 
pO _ f (zO)  > Pi -- (~ -- o~)rl, (5.17) 
which is the best case. 
If for one more j we have C'~ N (Y~ + Zi) = 0, and for all other j we have ~n N Yi = 0, then a 
global minimizer x ° may happen among those points x E C~ that figure in (5.12), meaning that 
Pi - pO < (t + 1)7/, or 
pO _> p, _ (t + 1):/. (5.18) 
If for at least one j we have strictly case (b), that is, C~ N (Xi + Z~) = 0, then a global minimizer 
z ° may happen among those points z E C~ that appear in (5.13), meaning that p~ _p0 _< (t+2)~/, 
or 
pO _> p, _ (t + 2)y/, (5.19) 
which is the worst case. 
Suppose that at iteration i we arrive at situation (3) (or (3) with (I) mixed, but not (2)) 
at certain m and we want to terminate the process. Then, we adjoin all (~  to Xi + l~ + Zi 
making Wi = 0 and stop th~ iterations. This results in the degradation of the assured bound 
on the iterated global minimum value PN and on the iterated set XN + YN containing all global 
minimizers. In the case of natural termination by WN = ~, we have solutions (2.23), (2.24) where 
P* = PN _< p0 + r/. In the case of termination at i < N by adjoining of all C~'~, we have a poorer 
estimate p* of the unknown global minimum value p0: 
po < f = p, < po + (t (5.20) 
where ~ -- -a  (1 > a > 0), or 1, or 2 according to the case (5.17), or (5.18), or (5.19). If 
estimate (5.20) is acceptable, then the problem is solved. 
The solution procedure incorporating this stopping rule can be described as follows. Given a 
cube (~ C R n with the edge c >__ 1, a function f : (~ --, RR 1, precision T/> 0, and a Lip constant 
L > 0, if known, take an odd integer N1 ~ 3, partition C into N~ subcubes Cj, and generate the 
central grid {zj}, zj being the center of C'j. Basic points are taken always among grid points, 
being it the first grid {zj} or subsequent grids {zT} , zT E ~,  m = 2,3, . . . .  
Take the first basic point Zl E {zj}, compute ql -- Pl -- f (z l ) ,  r - I1/L , and define the set 
x l  = (x  I x e  l(r) = -  111 < r) or • e C'1 c where X1 can be a hall or 
a cube, as desired. If a constant L > 0 is unknown or if L -- co for a non-Lipschitzian function, 
take any constant L > 1 and see Section 6 for adaptive generation of bounding constants. 
Take the second basic point z~ E (zj}, z2 E (~-  X1, and compute q2 - f(z2). Usually, 
Iq~ - ql [ > ~/since r - 17/L is small, which produces Z2 already at the second iteration, if f ( z )  
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is not constant over (~. Calculate p~ = min(q2,px), take 1 > a > 0 and rearrsnb~ indices and 
identify the sets X2, Z~. 
Continue as described in Section 2, selecting basic points within {zj} according to Section 4, 
until such iteration i when there is no more basic points on the grid {zj}, or the intersection 
C'j N (X~ +~ + Zi) becomes nonempty for all j (this may not be the same event for some procedures 
of picking basic points). Calculate the number tl of (5.9). If all three estimates (5.17) to (5.19) 
are acceptable, then the problem is solved. If one of those estimates i acceptable, then check 
whether this is the case at hand; if confirmed, then the problem is solved. 
Otherwise, take one of Cj not totally imbedded into Xi + ]~ + Zi and partition it ~gsin into Np 
smaller subcubes C~ with grid points {z~). Continue the iteration process picking basic points 
from {z~}. This will change the whole picture and some other Cj from the first partition may 
become imbedded into the subsequent Xt + Yt + Zt, k > i, if Pt < P~. Partition the remaining 
Cj one by one and continue iterations until (~ N (Xt + Yt + Zt) becomes nonempty for every (~ 
(different index j). Calculate the number t2 of (5.9), t2 = t l /N1 if L =const. (adaptive L ~const. 
and depends on C~, then t = t(L)). Again, check the estimates (5.17) to (5.19) with t2 < tl. If 
they are acceptable, then the problem is solved, otherwise, continue, etc. 
With the degraded p* of (5.20), it remains to evaluate the degradation of the set XN + 
YN, (2.23), due to an earlier termination of the process. This is readily done by using (5.1) 
to (5.3) with pi from (5.20). We have 
f(z) e [p0, p0 -4- (t + ~ + 1)T/I, for z e X* + ~*, (5.21) 
where stars denote termination by stopping rule (adjoining of ~) .  For natural termination 
i = N, t = 0, ~ -- 2 and we return to (2.23); see also (5.6), (5.7). 
6. ADAPTIVE GENERATION OF BOUNDING CONSTANTS 
If a function f(z)  is Lipschitzian and a Lip constant L > 0 is known, then it is entered in the 
procedure as initial information. Otherwise, the value L = 0 is entered which would activate the 
following block for computation of bounding constants Am > 0, used in the algorithm instead 
of L: 
~m =/( ,  ), i , .  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (6.1) 
If+ m - f~ l  i ~ j; i , j  E I,.,,; m = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (6.2) 
- .  II+P -  TII' 
L m = max LiT, m = 1,2,... (6.3) 
i,jElm 
A m=qL m, q_> 1, re=l ,2 , . . . .  (6.4) 
Here Im is the index set of basic and auxiliary points employed for evaluation of the bounding 
constants Am. The indices i, j, m are not related to the same indices used in the preceding 
sections. 
If there are many basic points (for those points the values f~ of (6.1) are already calculated by 
the algorithm), auxiliary points may be not required. Otherwise, they can be specially generated 
or taken as grid points delivered by the translated grid generator described in Section 4; in this 
case, additional function evaluations are needed. To avoid such wasteful function evaluations for 
the Am-generation ly, it may be convenient to select basic points from a grid in the vicinity of 
the sets X+, Y~ which are of small diameter (sometimes also Z+, 1 _< i < N). 
The index m = 1, 2,... indicates uccessive rounds of the Am-generation, either to compute 
bounding constants for new regions of (~ C R n or to improve older constants. If computations 
(6.1)-(6.4) are spread over the entire cube C, then the result will be a universal bounding con- 
stant A m for the whole (~. In practice, it is expedient to implement the adaptive generator f A m 
using clusters of grid points not distant from each other; this results in different Am for different 
regions of C many of which are much smaller than a universal bounding constant, speeding up 
the iteration process. 
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For a Lipschitzian function over a closed set in R n, there is minimal constant Lmin such that 
for any L _> Lmin the inequality (1.3) holds and for any L < Lmin there are z, z ~ E C violating 
(1.3). It is clear that for L m of (6.3) we have always L m <_ Lmin. To avoid the case L m < Lmin, 
a factor q _> 1 is introduced in (6.4) which is meant to produce A m >_ Lmin, though this is not 
guaranteed. 
Such design of the adaptive Am-generation block is proposed in [2, pp. 61--63, 69-74], for the 
ordinary cubic algorithm. In [3], it was demonstrated that the ordinary cubic algorithm with the 
adaptive Am-generation block can be successfully applied to non-Lipschitzian, discontinuous and 
even unbounded functions. We believe the same is true for the fast cubic algorithm, see Exam- 
ple 7.2 below. Anyway, the application of an Am-generation block is necessary for optimization 
of functions with unknown slope characteristics, and it is better to make this block adaptive. 
There is a major difference in the use of constants A m in the ordinary cubic algorithm (CA) and 
in the fast cubic algorithm (FCA). If at certain iteration of CA it happens that A m < Lmin for 
the subcube in question, then that subcube may contain global minimizers despite the condition 
f ( z~)  - s ,n  > rm = Am c V/'~/N m of their absence (valid if A m _ Lmin, see [2, p. 11]; with that 
subcube deleted, those minimizers would be permanently ost. In contrast, FCA has no deletions, 
and, if at an intermediate iteration it happens that A m < Lmin, then a global minimizer may 
be included in a subset (a cube or a ball) of Zi. However, there is no damage in it since at a 
subsequent i eration with A '~ _> Lmin the set Zi is recalculated and those global minimizers are 
necessarily retrieved from Zi. Thus, for FCA it is sufficient (not necessary) that A m > Lmin at 
the last iteration or at the iteration immediately preceding the termination by the stopping rule 
(note that global minimizers may be contained in any of adjoined subcubes). The application of 
an adaptive Am-generator is illustrated in Example 7.2 below. 
7. EXAMPLES 
The following one-dimensional examples are devised to illustrate certain points of the algorithm, 
so basic points are chosen accordingly from easily computable sets Wi. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Solve the problem: 
min S(z) - -  mm ]s,n - - I  
• E[O,3] I 2 I"  
(7.1) 
The function is Lipschitzian with Lmin - z'/2 E (1.570, 1.571). There are two global minimizers 
z ° = 0, z ° = 2. Let ~ = 0.1, a = 0.2. The iterations are as follows (with fixed L). 
(1) zl = 2.5; f l  = f ( z l )  = 0.7. If f (z )  were constant (L - 0) or near-constant, say, with 
L _< 0.1/2.5 = 0.04, then r = #/L  >_ 2.5, X1 -- [Zl - r, z l  + r] N [0,3] = [0,3] and the 
problem would have been solved. Take L : 2 > Lmin, then r = 0.05, X1 = [2.45, 2.55], 
W1 = [0, 3] - XI, Pl = 0.7. 
(2) z2 = 0; f2 = 0; p~ = min(f2,pl) = 0; )(2 - [0,0.05]; r2 = (fl - />2-  a~) /L  = (0 .7 -  
0.02)/2 = 0.34; Z~ = [z I - r2, Zl -[-/'2] ~--- [2.16, 2.84]. Note that if we took L* = 1 < Lmin,  
we would have r~ = 0.68, Z~ = [1.82, 3] and the global minimizer z° = 2 would have been 
lost: z ° E Z~. In our case, W2 - [0, 3] - (X2 + Z2) "- (0.05, 2.16) U (2.84,3]. 
(3) Now, we use bisection to remove intervals from Wi, i _> 2, and we do not rewrite the 
values and intervals already listed; zs = 2.92; fs = 0.99; r3 = 0.48; AZ3 = [2.46, 3], to be 
added to Z~; Ws -- (0.05,2.16) and the right interval (2.84,3] C W~ is removed. 
(4) z4 = 1.1; f4 = 0.98; r4 = 0.48; AZ4 = [0.62, 1.58]; I474 = (0.05,0.62)U (1.58,2.16). 
(5) z6 = 0,335; fs = 0.5; r5 = 0.24; AZ5 = [0.095, 0.575]; W5 = (0.05, 0.095) U(0.575, 0.62) U 
(1.58,2.16). 
(6) xs = 1.87; fs = 0.2; re = 0.09; AZe = [1.78,1.96]; I4/6 = (0.05,0.095)U (0.575, 0.62) 
u(1.58,1.78) u (1.96, 2.16). 
(7-9) With z~ = 0,07, zs -- 0.6, z9 = 1.68 we get AZT, AZs, AZ9 and remove first three 
intervals from We, so W9 = (1.96, 2.16). 
(10) Xl0 "- 2.06; fl0 = 0.09 < Pl0 + Y = P2 + ~ = 0.1; r = 0.05, Y10 = [2.01, 2.11]; W10 = 
(1.96, 2.01) U (2.11,2.16). 
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( I I )  z11 - -  1.98; fu  = 0.03 < P11 + ~ -" P2-i -~ = 0.1; r --- 0.05; AY11 -" [1.93,2.03]; 
W11 = (2.11, 2.16). 
(12) Z12 "- 2.14; f12 = 0.22; r12 -~ 0.I; AZI2  -" [2.04,2.24]; WI2 -" ~, empty. 
Answer :  p* ---- PI2 --~ P2 ---: 0, po ¢: ~, ¢~ po.~_0.1; al] global min imizers  are located w i th in  the set 
X°  (: X12 -~- Y12 -" X2 U Y10 U ~Y l l  : -  [0, 0.05] U [1.93, 2.11]; in terms of Z12, see (2.24), we have a 
more precise result: X ° C [0, 3] -- ZI2 "- [0,0.02] U [1.96,2.04], where we used AZ7 - [0.02,0.12], 
~Ze - [1.78, 1.96], and ~Z12 - [2.04, 2.24]. 
With L = 2 > Lmin -~ 1.571, we solved the problem in 12 iterations. The reader can check that 
with smaller L = 1.571 > Lmin and, going from right to left (without bisections), with the basic 
points Zl = 3, z2 = 0, zs = 2.30, z4 = 2.02, z5 = 1.79, z6 -- 1.0, z7 = 0.22, the solution can be 
obtained in 7 iterations: p* = 0, X ° = [0, 0.02) U (1.98, 2.03), in tetras of ZT. Note that with one 
basic point at each iteration, the number of function evaluations in FCA equals the number of 
iterations. 
Let us compare how many function evaluations we would have with the application of the 
ordinary cubic algorithm (CA). Taking NI - 2 (bisection), L = 1.571, z0 = 0, we have so - 
f (z0) = 0 that will not change, being already the global minimum value. It remains to locate 
another global minimizer, z° = 2. We have the following partitions, grid generations and deletions 
(we do not rewrite values already in the process): 
(1) z~ = z0 = 0, z I = 1.5, f21 = 0.7, r~ - L c x/'n/N1 = 2.36 (not the same r, ri as in FCA), 
f21 - 81 - f21 - so < rl 1, thus, no deletions. 
(2) Four subsegrnents; new grid points: z 2 - 0.75, f2 _ 0.92; z~ -- 2.25, f2 = 0.38; r2 -- 
r l /N1 -- 1.18; no deletions. 
(3) Eight subsegments; new grid points: z 3 = 0.375, f3 _ 0.55; z a = 1.125, fa _ 0.98; 
z a = 1.875, fe z = 0.195; z 3 -- 2.625, f3 _ 0.83, r3 = r2/2 = 0.59, subsegrnents repre- 
sented by x a -- z~ = 0.75, z 3 - 1.125, z 3 = z~ = 1.5, z a = 2.625, where fa = 0.92, 
f3 = 0.98, f3 _ 0.7, f3 __ 0.83 greater than ra = 0.59 are deleted. 
(4) Eight subsegments; new grid points: z 4 = 0.19, f4 = 0.29; z 4 -- 0.56, f~ -- 0.77; z 4 - 2.06, 
f4 __ 0.10; Zs 4 = 2.44, fs 4 -- 0.63, r4 = 0.3, subsegments represented by z4a = 0.375, 
z44 = 0.56, z 4 -- 2.25, x 4 - 2.44, where function values greater than 0.3 are deleted. 
(5) Eight subsegments; new grid points: z~ = 0.095, f25 - 0.148; z45 - 0.28, f~ = 0.43; 
z~ = 1.97, f~ = 0.05; zs 5 = 2.16, f~ = 0.24, r ,  -- 0.15, subsegments represented by 
z~ = 0.19, z~ - 0.28, z~ = 1.875, z~ = 2.16, where function values greater than 0.15 are 
deleted. 
(6) Eight subsegments; new grid points: z~ = 0.05, f~ = 0.07; z~ = 0.14, f~ = 0.22; z~ = 2.02, 
f~ = 0.02; z 6 = 2.11, fs 6 = 0.17, re : -  0.075, subsegments represented by z~ = 0.095, 
z~ = 0.14, z~ = 2.06, z~ = 2.11, where function values greater than 0.075 are deleted. 
Since re = 0.075 < 7/= 0.1, the process is terminated and the solution is p* - so - 0, 
X ° C [0,0.1)U [1.97,2.06), given by the subsegments represented by points: Zl 6 = 0, 
z~ = 0.05, z~ - 1.97, z~ = 2.02 remaining after the last deletion. 
We see that the solution is poorer than that given by FCA, which is understandable since the 
(natural) termination in FCA is based directly on T/, whereas in CA it is based on the deletion 
constant r,~ <_ ~/. Too, it was required to make 20 function evaluations, which is approximately 
two times more than required by FCA (12 with L = 2, and 7 with L -- 1.571). This is for 
optimization in one dimension. If we imagine that the function (7.1) is extended into ]~" sym- 
metrically, then the number of function evaluations required by CA still grows exponentially 
whereas that required by FCA will not grow substantially; thus, with the application of FCA we 
can expect savings of the order 2 n in the number of function evaluations in comparison with CA. 
However, the iteration process in CA is much simpler than that of FCA due to the automatic 
generation of basic points which in CA coincide with the grid points. This explains why the 
application of CA is more advantageous than FCA in problems of smaller dimension. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Solve the problem 
rain f(z) = rain Iz (z - 2)[ 1/2, z E [0, 3]. (7.2) 
Here, the function is non-Lipschitzian (vertical tangents at z = 0, 2) and has the same two global 
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minimizers z° -- 0, z ° -- 2. The feature of being a non-Lipschitzian function is concentrated at 
two points z - 0, 2 and, if we exclude those two points with their neighborhoods, the function 
becomes Lipschitzian over the most of [0, 3]. This explains why FCA with adaptive Am-generation 
block will work in such cases of L - c~. 
Let ~7 - 0.1, a -- 0.2. Working by clusters of at least three points, one can proceed as follows, 
starting with some intermediate points. 
(1 )  {Z l}  - {1, 1 + 7, 1 + 27} - {1, 1.1, 1.2), {f l} = {1, 0.99, 0.98). Taking, for simplicity, 
q = 1, we get from (6.2)-(6.4): Al l ,  1.2] - 0.1, r - ~ /A  - 1, X1 = [0.1, 2.1], if we take 
in {zl} the central point. W1 = [0,3] - X1 - [0, 0.1) U (2.1, 3]. In adaptive FCA, the 
first iteration should never be considered final, even if XI covers the whole set C. So we 
disregard W1 and take new clusters at r /2 = 0.5 from the center of X1. 
(2) {z2} - {0.5, 0.6, 0.7), f2 "- {0.87, 0.92, 0.95); A[0.5, 0.7] - 0.5; P2 - min(f l ,  f2) - 0.87; 
r - ~ /A  = 0.2; X2 - [0 .6 -  0.2, 0.6 + 0.2] - [0.4, 0.8]; f l  -- 0.99 < f2 + ~ = 0.92 
+ 0.1 -- 1.02, hence, )'2 = [1.1 - 0.2, 1.1 -I- 0.2] -- [0.9, 1.3]; W2 -- [0, 0.4) U (0.8, 0.9) U 
(1.3, 3]. 
(3) Bisecting, we take {za} = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}, fs = {0.436, 0.6, 0.714}; A[0.1, 0.3] = 1.64; 
P3 = 0.436; r = #/A = 0.1/1.64 = 0.06; X3 = [0.14, 0.26]; f l  = 0.99 > P3 + ~ = 0.536, 
hence, r31 = ( f l -ps -a#) /A  = (0.99-0.436-0.02) /{0.1,  0.5, 1.64} = {5.34, 1.07, 0.33); 
here, one should take rsl that  takes into account hat the value of A over Z3 to be formed 
should not be much less than values of A for clusters that may be included in Zs. Thus, 
we take 0.33, yielding ZSl = [1.1 - 0.33, 1.1 + 0.33] = [0.77, 1.43]. Here, Z3 covers )'2 not 
containing lobal minimizers. 
We have also f2 = 0.92 > 0.536, so r32 = {4.64, 0.93, 0.28) yielding Z32 = [0.6 - 
0.28, 0.6+0.28] = [0.32, 0.88]. Then W3 = C- (Xs+Z31+Z32)  = [0, 0.14)U(0.26, 0.32)U 
(1.43, 3]. 
(4) {z4} - -  {0 .06 ,  0 .07 ,  0.08), f4 " -  {0.34, 0.37, 0.39}; A[0.06, 0.08] = 3; P4 ---- 0.34; r = 
0.1/3 = 0.03; X4 = [0.04, 0.1]. Suspending recalculation of Zi, we have W4 = [0, 0.04) U 
(0.1, 0.14) U (0.26, 0.32) U (1.43, 3]. 
(5) {x6) = {0.01, 0.02, 0.03}, I5 = {0.14, 0.2, 0.24); A[0.01, 0.03] = 6; p5 = 0.14; r = 0.1/6 = 
0.017; X5 = [0.003, 0.037]; Ws = [0, 0.003)U . . . .  
(6) {zs} = {0.001, 0.0015,0.002), fs = {0.04, 0.05, 0.06); A[0.001, 0.002] = 20; Pe = 0.04; 
r = 0.1/20 = 0.005; Xe = [0, 0.0065] with a global minimizer in it. We have also p* = 
P6 = 0.04 < p0 + ~ = 0.1. 
Recalculation of all subsets Zi with respect o Pe = 0.04 yields: 
f l  = 0.99 > Pe+~ = 0.14, so vet = (0.99-0.04-0.02)/1.64 = 0.56; Zel = [1.1-0.56, 1.1+ 
0.56] = [0.54, 1.66] (here we used the constant A[0.1, 0.3] = 1.64, which is not less than 
those corresponding to [0.54, 1.66]); 
f~ = 0.92 > 0.14, so re2 = (0.92 - 0.06)/1.64 = 0.52; Ze2 = [0.08, 1.12]; 
f3 = 0.6 > 0.14, so r63 - 0.54/3 = 0.18; Zes = [0.02, 0.38]; 
f4 = 0.37 > 0.14, so re4 = 0.35/6 = 0.06; Ze4 = [0.01, 0.13]; 
f5 = 0.2 > 0.14, so res = 0.18/20 = 0.009; Z65 = [0.011, 0.029]; 
f6 = 0.05, 0.04 = P6 < f6 = 0.05 < 0.14, so r = ,7/A = 0.1/20 = 0.005, Y6 = [0.0015 -
0.005, 0.0065] N [0, 3] -- [0, 0.0065], same as Xe. 
The interval (0.0065, 0.011) can be adjoined to Xe, since from (5.9) we have 
t=  Acre_  AA____c_ 6(0.011-0.0065) = 0.27, 
N~T/ , 0.1 
so the augmented precision is 
7" = (t + 1)7 = 1.27 x 0.1 = 0.13, 
which is acceptable. Now, we have 
we = [0, 31 - + re + + [0.011, 0.00651 = (1.66, 31. 
i----1 
~5/10-1]-L 
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Application of adaptive FCA to this interval finds another minimizer, z ° - 2; this is left to the 
reader. It should be noted that the block for adaptive generation of bounding constants hould 
be properly designed, otherwise it may malfunction. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
The fast cubic algorithm (FCA) for full global optimal solution of general nonconvex optimiza- 
tion problems is developed. It delivers an r/-precise global optimal solution in a finite number 
N(r/) of iterations and the exact full global optimal solution in the limit. The algorithm is based 
on the idea of enlarging (inflating) subsets not containing lobal minimizers until the absorption, 
in the limit, of all non-minimizing points within the cube (~ C It" over which a nonconvex Lip- 
schitz continuous function f ( z )  is minimized. There are no deletions, no multiple partitions and 
no massive function evaluations, as required by the ordinary cubic algorithm (CA) in order to 
distinguish and delete subsets not containing lobal minimizers. This allows us to decrease by 
a factor of the order 2 n (n =dim z, z being the number of parameters with respect o which 
the optimization is carried out) the number of function evaluations required for the solution of a 
problem. The fast cubic algorithm is, thus, not an exponential time algorithm. 
Such useful features as a stopping rule by adjoining non-optimal and near-optimal subsets, and 
a block for adaptive generation of bounding constants for functions with unknown slope charac- 
teristics are presented. The first allows us to further decrease the number of function evaluations 
at the expense of slightly lower precision guaranteed by such relaxed solution; the second makes 
the algorithm applicable to non-Lipschitzian functions as illustrated by Example 7.2. 
The fast cubic algorithm is extendable to non-cubic sets X C C' C Rn which requires the 
computation of intersections for truncated balls/~i or subcubes (~i C/~i; this is especially simple 
for problems with box constraints. 
The idea of inflating subsets with non-minimizing points came to the author on the 25 th of July, 
1990, at Kanenda Beach, Lake Nominingue, Quebec. There, with some details worked out at 
White Elephant, it became clear that massive function evaluations causing exponential time in CA 
with increasing n are not necessary and can be removed, if we abandon the principle of deleting 
subsets not containing lobal minimizers (deletion of such partially inflated subset removes an 
already calculated function value and would, therefore, cause another function evaluations which 
can be avoided). Then, on the 16 th of August, 1990, in Paris, on the way to a congress, I 
understood that the knowledge of a Lipschitzian constant is not necessary since such a constant 
can be approached with function evaluations at clusters of appropriate points (to some extent, for 
deletion of non-mimimizing subsets in CA, this concept has been already studied in [2, pp. 69-78]). 
There remained many technical details yet on which I worked during my sabbatical (1990-1991) 
in different places, including Waikiki (December 1990) where a theoretical offspring [4] had been 
written as it became clear that the ideas in FCA are not "cubic" but rather general and applicable 
to many problems of nonconvex functional analysis and partial differential equations. However, 
it all had to be made effectively computable and I was uneasy with some unanswered questions. 
Finally, in July 1991, I added a basic point generator, distinguishing basic and grid points and 
using the translated grid generator of CA in another capacity; added the stopping rule based on 
adjoining subsets and a block for the bounding constant generation; solved examples to illustrate 
some specific points of FCA, and today, on the 8 th of August, 1991, the paper is finished in a 
rented studio on rue de France, in Nice, in view of palms and the Mediterranean Sea. 
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